1998 harley davidson road king specs

Sign In. Color Options. Starts at. A powerful, smooth-running engine with crisp throttle
response and a pure, soul-satisfying rumble. Designed to help prevent the wheels from locking
under braking to assist the rider in maintaining control when braking in a straight-line. ABS
operates independently on front and rear brakes to keep the wheels rolling and help prevent
uncontrolled wheel lock in urgent situations. Hiawatha Headlamp and Nacelle. Responsive
Suspension. High-performing front and rear suspension, with easily hand-adjustable rear
shocks put you in control of a plush ride. Slicer II Cast Aluminum. A inch front and inch rear
Slicer II wheel to match in the back are stunning and lightweight. One-Touch Opening
Saddlebags. Tight on the outside, roomy on the inside. The hinges are simple and clean and the
lids open with one touch of one hand. An optional collection of technologies that help give you
confidence and control in less-than-ideal situations. The systems utilize advanced chassis
control, electronic brake control and powertrain technology to assist you with accelerating and
braking in a straight line or while in a turn. Learn more. Take it for a spin. Schedule a Test Ride.
Recently viewed bikes. Not all applicants will qualify. This 7. In this example, customer is
responsible for applicable taxes, title, licensing fees and any other fees or charges at the time of
sale. APR is calculated according to the simple interest method. Not valid in conjunction with
other offers. Other terms, conditions, and limitations may apply. Dealer participation may vary.
Financing offer is subject to change or cancellation at any time. Newsletter Sign-Up. Stay in the
know. Sign Up for Email. Customer Support. Motorcycle Services. About Us. Other Products.
Sitemap Disclaimers. Third-party trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
Estimated from fuel economy tests on a sample motorcycle from the corresponding family
conducted by Harley-Davidson under ideal laboratory conditions. Not all motorcycle models
undergo fuel economy testing. Fuel economy and mileage may vary among motorcycle models
within a family. Your mileage may vary depending on your personal riding habits, weather
conditions, trip length, vehicle condition and vehicle configuration and other conditions.
Break-in mileage may vary. Options such as color are available at additional cost. Prices
exclude tax, title, licensing, registration fees, destination charges, added accessories, and
additional dealer charges, if any, and are subject to change. Harley-Davidson reimburses
dealers for performing manufacturer-specified pre-delivery inspection and setup tasks. Dealer
prices may vary. North America security system includes immobilizer; outside North America
the security system includes immobilizer and siren. Purchaser who purchases an Eligible
Motorcycle during the Sales Period has the option to trade-in the Eligible Motorcycle at its
original purchase price towards the purchase of a new, unregistered, model year , , or
Harley-Davidson Touring, Trike, Softail, Dyna, Sportster, Street or Special 3. Offer is limited to
one claim per eligible VIN. Excludes Police Models. Customers must redeem the offer at the
same H-D dealership where the Eligible Motorcycle purchase originated. Certain exceptions
apply for customers who move during the Trade-Up period. See participating H-D dealer for
details. The offer only applies to Eligible Motorcycles submitted for trade-in on a new,
unregistered Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycle of greater value and not the same model. Offer is
limited to one claim per customer. The Purchaser is responsible for the difference between the
trade-in value of the Eligible Motorcycle and the purchase price of the Eligible Trade-Up
Motorcycle. Trade-in must be a vehicle in good condition and good working order. Tires,
suspension, engine, and transmission must all be within factory specifications and are subject
to inspection by the participating H-D dealer. Vehicle exterior cannot reflect neglect or abuse.
The participating H-D dealer will make the sole determination regarding whether the trade-in is
in good working condition and good working order. The purchaser is responsible for all costs of
operating and maintaining the Eligible Motorcycle prior to trade-in. This offer may not be
combined with any other promotions, offers or discounts without the express permission of
Harley-Davidson. However, qualified customers can use Harley-Davidson Financial Services
special financing promotions in conjunction with the Freedom Promise. The H-D dealer may
require documentation to substantiate this relationship before extending the offer to the spouse
or domestic partner. Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycles must be taken from dealer stock and are not
available on future motorcycle orders, deliveries or deposits outside the Trade-Up Period.
Certain models of motorcycles may not be available at some participating dealers. Valid only at
participating U. H-D dealerships. Offer not valid in Hawaii. Cannot be redeemed for cash or cash
equivalent. Offer is subject to change without notice. Void where prohibited. Financing offer is
subject to change or cancellation at anytime. Bank National Association, pursuant to a license
from Visa U. No Money Down offer is available only to well-qualified credit tier applicants. Other
terms, conditions and limitations may apply. See your Harley-Davidson dealer for details. Prices
and selection at local dealerships may vary. All taxes are extra. STACYC reserves the right
without prior notice to discontinue at any time any of the items herein or change specifications
or designs without incurring any obligation to the customer. All items are subject to availability

and prior sale by our dealers. Riding range estimates provided following the SAE J and are
based on expected performance of a fully-charged battery when operated under specified
conditions. Actual range will vary depending on riding habits, ambient weather and equipment
conditions. Financing offer is available only for up to a 60 month term. Customer must take
delivery by September 30, Potential government incentives are identified for informational
purposes only. Availability and eligibility vary, may change without notice and are beyond the
control of Harley-Davidson. Eligibility and amount of credits and rebates depend on your
personal situation. Please consult your tax professional and your state or federal agency for
details and eligibility requirements. Harley-Davidson gives you the best possible experience on
the road. We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our site. By sticking
around you are agreeing to our policy. I agree. There's hardly any ground clearance, the bike
steers slower than the QE2 and the riding position is akin to a dentist's chair. The chrome
glitters, the paint is thick. The Yamaha XVZA Royal Star's engine is so understressed that it's
difficult to imagine any mechanical problems affecting it for at least 50, miles. If you want a
mega cruiser then Harley have street cred and resale values that cannot be matched by any
other brand. The Valkyrie is faster, handles better too and a Kawasaki Vulcan does the same job
and costs less secondhand. Huge fairing will keep a monsoon at bay. The basic Yamaha XVZA
Royal Star has less sophisticated suspension, a less luxurious pillion perch, but still boasts
twin front discs. Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike about the bike below.
Carb cleanings, tune up, tires, oil changes, miscellaneous things not every year on some more
frequent on others. Buying experience: i got this one second hand but with 20, miles and
service history it was in good condition. An amazing bike not for the faint hearted, it had some
nasty tricks up it's sleeves. Particularly very slow speed control. Very easily forgiven when up
and moving 1 or 2 up Sit back, enjoy, chill. All I can say is make your mind up what are you
looking for?. I bought mine ready for retirement, I then did I was taken out on the M5 Dec with
80, miles on the clock. The down side after the smoothness of the Royal Star although I enjoyed
the style I could not stand the clunckyness sorry made up word. I replaced it with a Honda ST
Pan. You can spend hours in the saddle comfortably. Largest single requirement. The custom
replacement screen you will need to fit. The original is not fit for purpose. The luggage not
being detachable proper custom inner bags would have been good. The bike cruises all day,
cruise control a real bonus, the radio, with IPod plug in, is fine in the garage for listening whilst
cleaning, but not really my thing when riding. Self service simple enough, less changing the
headlight bulb which is a right pain in the butt!! Nothing to dislike in the engine department,
pulls strongly, decent mpg. Extremely well built, at 14 years old it is proven totally reliable, with
the paint work still fresh and the chrome gleaming. A huge comfy seat, could do with heated
grips, but less that, nothing missing, plus a shaft drive to boot. When looking to replace my
Kawasaki VN Nomad I looked long and hard at all types of big cruisers didn't consider Harley as
they are too overpriced for me. All big powerful cruisers but not quite right. I stumbled in my
research across the XVZ The smaller capacity turned me off until I discovered it was a V4. That
really got me interested. Fast forward I did my research and opted for a low km one owner CT
version in pearl white. The motor is superb. Mine has slip on BUB exhausts and sounds
amazing. The V4 really rumbles like a V8. Sounds much better than a V twin. Remember this is a
big and heavy bike but for my 6'4 kilo frame is perfect. I find it is easy to handle at low speeds
and fast in straights. Remember this is a long distance tourer and not a sports bike. It's not a
fan of the twisties. Yamaha build quality is outstanding - period! I have owned this bike since
and have the silver and gold model. I first saw it in a motorcycle magazine and thought it was
beautiful. Yamaha obviously borrowed some styling cues from the Harley Davidson Classic and
made just enough changes to make it unique. I love the look and especially the dash which
looks like a corvette dash. Harley passed on it because they were afraid the Harley faithful
would not go for the 4 cylinder. Porsche later designed the twin cylinder V-Rod for Harley and it
has mixed reviews from the Harley Faithful. Later the folks at Yamaha thought it was too nice an
engine to waste on a touring bike so they added V-Boost and put it in the V-Max in Yamaha
stopped production of the Venture Royale in but brought it back as the Yamaha Venture in This
is a lot of power for a touring bike and the bike tops out at MPH!!! What I like about the bike is it
can tour like a Gold Wing, but cruise like a Harley. With the aftermarket Bub's Pipes, it sounds
like a chevy V-8 small block and I should know because I have owned two - a Vette and a Z so I
know that sound!!! I like that the bike looks a lot like the Harley Classic - so much so that the
Harley Faithful wave to me all the time!!! I love the smoothness and sound of the engine which
gets 45 mpg in touring mode! I love the comfort of the riding position and I added the backrest
for even more comfort! I love the paint and the colors that looks like a custom job to me and my
friends. I have put on almost 30, trouble free miles in the last 10 years and in three years I plan
to buy a brand new one to take me through my retirement years!!! What I don't like about the

bike is it is heavy lbs so the handling is rather heavy and slow. It is an excellent bike for
cruising and touring on open roads with the same limitations the Harley classic has which is the
handlebar mounted fairing less stable in the wind , the heavy handling heavyweight , and the
limited ground clearance. The pipes and floorboards scrape but it is better when one up and
with the aftermarket Bub's pipes which are smaller in diameter. As long as you remember that
this bike is not a sport bike, or even a sport tourer, You will be fine. What it is is an excellent
heavyweight cruising touring bike! It was due in in 3 months, but a friend talked me into a test
drive on the Venture and I was sold!!! What I hope Yamaha does to improve the bike is add fuel
injection, anti-lock brakes, heated grips and seats and GPS as options. They might also think of
putting a water cooled, fuel injected, high performance twin cylinder engine for better mileage
55 vs 45 MPG , and higher torque. Bottom line is I will probably buy another Yamaha Venture in
three years when I retire!!! I think that says it all!!! Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews
Bikes for sale For sale. View 9 images. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Value vs
rivals 5 out of 5 Carb cleanings, tune up, tires, oil changes, miscellaneous things not every year
on some more frequent on others. Equipment 5 out of 5 All standard factory equipment. Engine
5 out of 5 i have a friend who has had one from new it now has , miles on the clock with no
problemes. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 for a heavy bike it's good on fuel. Equipment 3 out of 5 you
dress these as you wont. Engine 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 Largest single
requirement. Equipment 4 out of 5 The luggage not being detachable proper custom inner bags
would have been good. Engine 5 out of 5 Nothing to dislike in the engine department, pulls
strongly, decent mpg. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5 A huge comfy seat, could
do with heated grips, but less that, nothing missing, plus a shaft drive to boot. Equipment 4 out
of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Engine 4 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5. Low Summary of owners'
reviews. The Comfort Culture. Don't take our word for it. Click to see what all the buzz is about.
Visit a Seat Center near you. Try it for the weekend - Local Dealerships with our premium seats
in stock. Buy Safe and Secure. We can help! Shop By Bike. Year Choose Year Make Choose
Make Model Choose Model Sub-Model Choose Sub-Model Search Reset Filter. The Comfort
Culture Don't take our word for it. Visit a Seat Center near you Try it for the weekend - Local
Dealerships with our premium seats in stock. Browse Top Rated Seats. HD RoadSofa. HD
Dominator. HD Step-Up. Sportbike GP-V1. Browse New Seat Releases. Browse New Bag
Releases. The Saddlemen is the most comfortable by miles. Chris Kaegi Dayton Ohio.
Saddlemen seats are the highest quality, most well rounded seats available today. I have never
been so comfortable on my bike. Steve Las Vegas. I have recommended them to all my riding
partners. Karen Wisconsin. I was not ready to buy a seat when I called in and I called about 3
times in one day, their customer service won me over, when I am ready to buy the seat I will
choose them simply because they listened John Maryland. Their dirtbike covers helped a
newbie rider like me keep a good body position while I was learning Vinnie California. My butt is
stoked that I finally invested in a proper seat. I ditched the old man seat and got the Profiler,
thank you guys for a great looking seat, completed my bike! Damon Florida. Your bags are
awesome! I have the BR and can fit more than enough stuff! Tony Hawaii. Saddlemen went
above and beyond for me this week! I can say they care about my ass! Literally no more pain
after 45 minutes on the bike! You guys absolutely rule! Jordan California. My seat game is on
point! I ride street and track, your g
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ripper seat helped keep me locked in and focused on the ride! Junior Oregon. Passenger
comfort is what it's all about! I love my new Saddleman seat! We ride 2 up and usually do miles
a day, and the new seat is far more comfortable over the long haul than the stock seat on my HD
Dyna Switchback. However, it looks great on the bike as well!! Andy Cross. Love my Saddlemen
Seat!! I used to drive between Calif and Arizona miles Saddle saved my butt!! Best seats
available in my opinion. I have severe back problems and can't ride without a Saddlemen Gel
seat. Todd Carby. Just got my Road sofa in for my Street glide special, my wife loves it and a
happy wife makes for a good ride. Lol Jeff Veitch. I've had the same Saddlemen seat on my
shovel for 10 years. Best and most comfortable seat I have ever owned. Jeff Armitage. Never
leave home without mine! Awesome seats! Justin Saunders. Only way to ride! Love mine! Travis
Cullen. I received my roadsofa about 2 weeks ago and I'm loving it Jim Bohan.

